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When it was originally published in , The Locomotive Up to Date was hailed as the most definitive work ever published
concerning the mechanism that has transformed the American nation: the steam locomotive.

Under this motto, the InnoTrans trade fair to be held in Berlin, Germany, from September 18 to 21 will be
devoted to the future of transport technology. These public transport services are not as energy-hungry as cars,
trucks, and airplanes, they emit less CO2, and help prevent traffic congestion. Regardless of whether traveling
long distance or commuting to and from work: Customers are placing ever greater demands on train interiors.
Passengers want a sturdy, innovative, and appealing design. They want comfortable seats and clean and
easy-to-clean surfaces to give them a feeling of well-being. But the interior should also be functional in order
to accommodate baby carriages, baggage, and bicycles, as well as to allow a seamless network. What is
required are affordable and environmentally friendly solutions that also guarantee the safety of the passengers.
Safety has Priority Covestro is a leading provider of polycarbonate solutions that combine many of these
characteristics together. At InnoTrans, Stand in Hall 3. This way, plastics make their contribution to ensuring
passenger safety. Pioneering Interior Design There are virtually no limits for designers when it comes to
shaping and coloring. This also applies to the design of surfaces, which can have a smooth or high gloss finish,
but also a grained or textured finish. Moreover, polycarbonate is permeable to radio signals and therefore
ideally suitable for the installation of antennas and sensors. The plates can be manufactured with
environmentally friendly and efficient extrusion technologies. They are long-lasting and can be recycled at the
end of their useful life. Business activities are focused on the manufacture of high-tech polymer materials and
the development of innovative solutions for products used in many areas of daily life. The main sectors served
are the automotive, construction, wood processing and furniture, and electrical and electronics industries.
Other sectors include sports and leisure, cosmetics, health and the chemical industry itself. Covestro has 30
production sites worldwide and employs approximately 16, people calculated as full-time equivalents at the
end of
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Steam-cleaning the running gear of an "H" class locomotive, Chicago and North Western Railway , Running
gear of steam locomotive Running gear animation Running gear includes the brake gear, wheel sets ,
axleboxes , springing and the motion that includes connecting rods and valve gear. The transmission of the
power from the pistons to the rails and the behaviour of the locomotive as a vehicle, being able to negotiate
curves, points and irregularities in the track, is of paramount importance. This is made more effective if a pair
of driving wheels is able to make the most of its axle load, i. Equalising beams connecting the ends of leaf
springs have often been deemed a complication in Britain, however locomotives fitted with the beams have
usually been less prone to loss of traction due to wheel-slip. Suspension using equalizing levers between
driving axles, and between driving axles and trucks, was standard practice on North American locomotives to
maintain even wheel loads when operating on uneven track. Locomotives with total adhesion, where all of the
wheels are coupled together, generally lack stability at speed. These usually take on weight â€” of the
cylinders at the front or the firebox at the rear â€” when the width exceeds that of the mainframes.
Locomotives with multiple coupled-wheels on a rigid chassis would have unacceptable flange forces on tight
curves giving excessive flange and rail wear, track spreading and wheel climb derailments. One solution was
to remove or thin the flanges on an axle. More common was to give axles end-play and use lateral motion
control with spring or inclined-plane gravity devices. Railroads generally preferred locomotives with fewer
axles, to reduce maintenance costs. The number of axles required was dictated by the maximum axle loading
of the railroad in question. A locomotive with a wheel arrangement of two lead axles, two drive axles, and one
trailing axle was a high-speed machine. Two lead axles were necessary to have good tracking at high speeds.
Two drive axles had a lower reciprocating mass than three, four, five or six coupled axles. They were thus able
to turn at very high speeds due to the lower reciprocating mass. A trailing axle was able to support a huge
firebox, hence most locomotives with the wheel arrangement of American Type Atlantic were called free
steamers and were able to maintain steam pressure regardless of throttle setting. Chassis[ edit ] The chassis, or
locomotive frame , is the principal structure onto which the boiler is mounted and which incorporates the
various elements of the running gear. The boiler is rigidly mounted on a "saddle" beneath the smokebox and in
front of the boiler barrel, but the firebox at the rear is allowed to slide forward and backwards, to allow for
expansion when hot. European locomotives usually use "plate frames", where two vertical flat plates form the
main chassis, with a variety of spacers and a buffer beam at each end to keep them apart. When inside
cylinders are mounted between the frames, the plate frames are a single large casting that forms a major
support. The axleboxes slide up and down to give some sprung suspension, against thickened webs attached to
the frame, called "hornblocks". In the s, with the introduction of "superpower", the cast-steel locomotive bed
became the norm, incorporating frames, spring hangers, motion brackets, smokebox saddle and cylinder
blocks into a single complex, sturdy but heavy casting. Here the water in the boiler is at the "top nut", higher
than the normal maximum working level. Generally, the largest locomotives are permanently coupled to a
tender that carries the water and fuel. The fuel used depended on what was economically available to the
railway. In the UK and other parts of Europe, plentiful supplies of coal made this the obvious choice from the
earliest days of the steam engine. Until , [24] the majority of locomotives in the United States burned wood,
but as the Eastern forests were cleared, coal gradually became more widely used. Thereafter, coal became and
remained the dominant fuel worldwide until the end of general use of steam locomotives. Railways serving
sugar cane farming operations burned bagasse , a byproduct of sugar refining. In the US, the ready availability
of oil made it a popular steam locomotive fuel after for the southwestern railroads, particularly the Southern
Pacific. German, Russian, Australian and British railways experimented with using coal dust to fire
locomotives. These locomotives were significantly less efficient than electric ones; they were used because
Switzerland had access to plentiful hydroelectricity , and suffered from a shortage of coal because of the war.
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In the UK, the US and France, water troughs track pans in the US were provided on some main lines to allow
locomotives to replenish their water supply without stopping, from rainwater or snowmelt that filled the
trough due to inclement weather. This was achieved by using a deployable "water scoop" fitted under the
tender or the rear water tank in the case of a large tank engine; the fireman remotely lowered the scoop into the
trough, the speed of the engine forced the water up into the tank, and the scoop was raised again once it was
full. A locomotive takes on water using a water crane Water is an essential element in the operation of a steam
locomotive. It has the highest specific heat of any common substance; that is, more thermal energy is stored by
heating water to a given temperature than would be stored by heating an equal mass of steel or copper to the
same temperature. In addition, the property of vapourising forming steam stores additional energy without
increasing the temperatureâ€¦ water is a very satisfactory medium for converting thermal energy of fuel into
mechanical energy. As steam pressures increased, however, a problem of "foaming" or "priming" developed in
the boiler, wherein dissolved solids in the water formed "tough-skinned bubbles" inside the boiler, which in
turn were carried into the steam pipes and could blow off the cylinder heads. To overcome the problem, hot
mineral-concentrated water was deliberately wasted blown down from the boiler periodically. Higher steam
pressures required more blowing-down of water out of the boiler. Oxygen generated by boiling water attacks
the boiler, and with increased steam pressure the rate of rust iron oxide generated inside the boiler increases.
One way to help overcome the problem was water treatment. Swengel suggested that these problems
contributed to the interest in electrification of railways. Porta developed a sophisticated system of heavy-duty
chemical water treatment Porta Treatment that not only keeps the inside of the boiler clean and prevents
corrosion, but modifies the foam in such a way as to form a compact "blanket" on the water surface that filters
the steam as it is produced, keeping it pure and preventing carry-over into the cylinders of water and
suspended abrasive matter. A crew of at least two people is normally required to operate a steam locomotive.
Due to the historical loss of operational infrastructure and staffing, preserved steam locomotives operating on
the mainline will often have a support crew travelling with the train. Fittings and appliances[ edit ] Further
information: Some of these relate directly to the operation of the steam engine; while others are for signalling,
train control or other purposes. In the United States, the Federal Railroad Administration mandated the use of
certain appliances over the years in response to safety concerns. The most typical appliances are as follows:
Steam pumps and injectors[ edit ] Water feedwater must be delivered to the boiler to replace that which is
exhausted as steam after delivering a working stroke to the pistons. As the boiler is under pressure during
operation, feedwater must be forced into the boiler at a pressure that is greater than the steam pressure,
necessitating the use of some sort of pump. Hand-operated pumps sufficed for the very earliest locomotives.
Later engines used pumps driven by the motion of the pistons axle pumps , which were simple to operate,
reliable and could handle large quantities of water but only operated when the locomotive was moving and
could overload the valve gear and piston rods at high speeds. Steam injectors later replaced the pump, while
some engines transitioned to turbopumps. Standard practice evolved to use two independent systems for
feeding water to the boiler; either two steam injectors or, on more conservative designs, axle pumps when
running at service speed and a steam injector for filling the boiler when stationary or at low speeds. Injectors
became unreliable if the feedwater was at a high temperature, so locomotives with feedwater heaters, tank
locomotives with the tanks in contact with the boiler and condensing locomotives sometimes used
reciprocating steam pumps or turbopumps. Vertical glass tubes, known as water gauges or water glasses, show
the level of water in the boiler and are carefully monitored at all times while the boiler is being fired. Before
the s it was more common to have a series of try-cocks fitted to the boiler within reach of the crew; each try
cock at least two and usually three were fitted was mounted at a different level. By opening each try-cock and
seeing if steam or water vented through it, the level of water in the boiler could be estimated with limited
accuracy. As boiler pressures increased the use of try-cocks became increasingly dangerous and the valves
were prone to blockage with scale or sediment, giving false readings. This led to their replacement with the
sight glass. As with the injectors, two glasses with separate fittings were usually installed to provide
independent readings. Large amounts of heat are wasted if a boiler is not insulated. Early locomotives used
lags, shaped wooden staves, fitted lengthways along the boiler barrel, and held in place by hoops, metal bands,
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the terms and methods are from cooperage. However, asbestos is currently banned in most countries for health
reasons. The most common modern day material is glass wool , or wrappings of aluminium foil. The lagging
is protected by a close-fitted sheet-metal casing [34] known as boiler clothing or cleading. Effective lagging is
particularly important for fireless locomotives ; however in recent times under the influence of L. Porta,
"exaggerated" insulation has been practised for all types of locomotive on all surfaces liable to dissipate heat,
such as cylinder ends and facings between the cylinders and the mainframes. This considerably reduces engine
warmup time with marked increase in overall efficiency. Safety valve The boiler safety valves lifting on
Tornado , creating a false smoke trail. Early locomotives were fitted with a valve controlled by a weight
suspended from the end of a lever, with the steam outlet being stopped by a cone-shaped valve. As there was
nothing to prevent the weighted lever from bouncing when the locomotive ran over irregularities in the track,
thus wasting steam, the weight was later replaced by a more stable spring-loaded column, often supplied by
Salter, a well-known spring scale manufacturer. The danger of these devices was that the driving crew could
be tempted to add weight to the arm to increase pressure. Most early boilers were fitted with a tamper-proof
"lockup" direct-loaded ball valve protected by a cowl. In the late s, John Ramsbottom introduced a safety
valve that became popular in Britain during the latter part of the 19th century. Not only was this valve
tamper-proof, but tampering by the driver could only have the effect of easing pressure. This type of valve is
in almost universal use at present. Pressure measurement Pressure gauges on Blackmore Vale. The right-hand
one shows boiler pressure, the one on the left steam chest pressure. The earliest locomotives did not show the
pressure of steam in the boiler, but it was possible to estimate this by the position of the safety valve arm
which often extended onto the firebox back plate; gradations marked on the spring column gave a rough
indication of the actual pressure. The promoters of the Rainhill trials urged that each contender have a proper
mechanism for reading the boiler pressure, and Stephenson devised a nine-foot vertical tube of mercury with a
sight-glass at the top, mounted alongside the chimney, for his Rocket. The Bourdon tube gauge, in which the
pressure straightens an oval-section coiled tube of brass or bronze connected to a pointer, was introduced in
and quickly gained acceptance, and is still used today. This helps the driver avoid wheel-slip at startup, by
warning if the regulator opening is too great. Spark arrestors and smokeboxes[ edit ] Spark arrestor and
self-cleaning smokebox Main articles: Spark arrestor and smokebox Typical self-cleaning smokebox design
Wood-burners emit large quantities of flying sparks which necessitate an efficient spark-arresting device
generally housed in the smokestack. Many different types were fitted, [37] the most common early type being
the Bonnet stack that incorporated a cone-shaped deflector placed before the mouth of the chimney pipe, and a
wire screen covering the wide stack exit. A more-efficient design was the Radley and Hunter centrifugal stack
patented in commonly known as the diamond stack , incorporating baffles so oriented as to induce a swirl
effect in the chamber that encouraged the embers to burn out and fall to the bottom as ash. In the self-cleaning
smokebox the opposite effect was achieved: As with the arrestor, a screen was incorporated to retain any large
embers. These engines required different disposal procedures and the plate highlighted this need to depot staff.
Mechanical stoker A factor that limits locomotive performance is the rate at which fuel is fed into the fire. In
the early 20th century some locomotives became so large that the fireman could not shovel coal fast enough.
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Excerpt. More than twenty years haye elapsed since this work was originally published, and now the second edition is
issued to meet the continuous demand with which the book has been hon ored, and to embrace the many changes and
improvements that have been made in locomotive construction.
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